Supply Chain Optimization

Johnson & Johnson Medical Devices Companies (JJMDC) helps Level 1 Trauma Center improve supply chain efficiency by utilizing electronic inventory management.

Needs Identification

- Pressure to **reduce costs** related to product ordering and inventory ownership
- **Multiple handoffs** of information across departments disrupts clinical operations
- **Limited resources** allocated towards time-consuming administrative tasks

JJMDC Capabilities*

- Established **single platform** for order and inventory analysis
- Switched to **electronic order placement**
- Installed **modular, customized cabinets**

Delivering Results

- **$375K savings** in on-hand inventory
- 95% ↓ in obsolete inventory
- >90% ↓ in ordering time
- 100% “touchless” ordering
- 88% ↑ in inventory turns

*All analyses and reviews focused on processes and performance related to JJMDC products only

“[Before electronic inventory management], I was keying orders in and it would take me 60 to 90 minutes to key those orders in; now... it’s just seconds. I just click a button — it’s very simple and it’s very effective.”

– Stock Room Supervisor

These are examples only and do not guarantee or predict future results, which will vary depending on individual circumstances.